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Txi Coiomnv CIAusE or Trm HPUTRN AcT.-The Supreme Court of
the United States has added another to the interesting line of cases construing the so-called "Commodity Clause" of the HePBuRN AcT of i9o6. In
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United States v. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co. and the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Co., decided on June 21, 1915, 35

Sup. Ct. 873, the court reversed the decree of the District Court as reported
in 213 Fed. 240, and found the relation and contract between the Railroad
Company and the Coal Company to be in violation of the HIPBuRN AcT and
the SH RM.lN AcT.
The evils of favoritism, discrimination, and monopoly, fostered by the
shipment of articles or commodities manufactured, mined or produced by
the carrier railroad, led to the enactment by some of the states, notably
some in which mining is important, of statutes forbidding a carrier to own
or have an interest in articles or commodities carried by it. It has been
said that the commodity clause of the HMBURN AcT probably was suggested
by the decision of the Supreme Court in New Haven Railroad v. Interstate
Commerce Commission, 2oo U. S. 361. See Cong. Rec. \Vol. 40, pp. 6618-23,
668o-86, 6693, 6757-8." That case was decided on the point that a contract
was unlawful by which the Chesapeake and Ohio had sold coal owned by it
to the New Haven at a price that did not leave to the selling road the usual
tariff for carrying the coal, and therefore resulted in that discrimination
in rates forbidden by the INtURsTAT4 Comm

c.Rc AcTr.

The court expressly

put out of view for the moment the provisions of a West Virginia statute
which made it unlawful for any railroad to engage in the business of buying
and selling coal or coke, and it especially declined to consider whether an
act forbidding the carriage of coal owned by it by a carrier which before
the passage of the act had become the owner of extensive coal fields would
be confiscatory and unconstitutional. No Federal law at that time forbade
the carrier to act in that dual capacity, and the constitutionality of the West
Virginia statute was not passed upon. This case was decided Feb. 19, i9o6,
and on June 29 following the H14PBuRN Acr, containing the commodities

clause, became a law. This clause forbids any railroad company to carry
in interstate commerce after May I, 19o8 "any article or commodity, other
than timber and the manufactured products thereof, manufactured, mined,
or produced by it or under its authority, or which it may own in whole or
in part, or in which it may have any interest, direct or indirect, except such
articles or commodities as may be necessary and intended for its use in the
conduct of its business as a common carrier."
. The clause was at once attacked as unconstitutional under the Fifth
Amendment, but on May 3, 19o9 in United States v. Delaware & Hudson
Co., 213 U. S. 366, Mr. Justice WIrtlr, who had rendered the opinion in the
New Haven case, rendered an opinion in which he interpreted the meaning
df the commodities clause, and as so interpreted held it to be a constitutional exercise by Congress of its power to regulate commerce. His language is open to the inference at least that if

the meaning urged by the

government had been adopted the act would have been an unconstitutional
interference with the rights of private property, because it would have
prevented a carrier from carrying property it had at any time owned or
produced. According to the interpretation adopted the railroad company
'was not forbidden'to carry such property, if before the act of transportation
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it had in good faith dissociated itself from such article or commodity, and
at the time of the transportation does not own, in whole or in part, or have
an interest, direct or indirect, in a legal or equitable sense in, the article or
commodity. The conclusion was that this did not include articles or commodities manufactured, mined, produced or owned by a bona fide corporation
in which the railroad company is a stockholder. As the case had been
brought as a test case no penalties were decreed. Justice HARAN dissented,
urging that to allow a railroad to own stock-certainly if it owns a majority
or all the stock-in the corporation which produced or owned the commodity,
would enable the carrier by one device or another to defeat the purpose of
Congress to divorce production and transportation, and thereby to prevent
injustice to other owners of coal.
, As Justice HAaLAN anticipated, carriers were not slow to seek devices.
They were confronted with a serious problem. They owned coal properties
of great value, some of them had been organized largely to market this coal,
and they were acting under charters granted years before by the State of
Pennsylvania. How could they readjust a business involving property of
such magnitude so as not to cause great and unjust loss to the owners?
The first attempt came to grief in United States v. Lehigh Valley Rdilroad
Co., 220 U. S. 257, in which Justice WnnI, now become Chief Justice, held
that a carrier could not satisfy the act by organizing a coal company in
which the carrier owned all the stock and used the power thus resulting to
deprive the coal company of all real independent existence, making it virtually a mere agency or department of the railroad company. In Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co. v. United States, 231 U. S, 363, the
court, speaking now by Mr. Justice LAmAn, held that the railroad could not
carry in interstate commerce hay purchased by it, of which it used 25% in
its mining business, and intended 75% for sale. It also held that the act
applied to goods from point of production to market, and also from market
to that point.
After each of these decisions the coal-carrying roads were busily engaged in rebuilding their corporation plant so as to make it conform to the
requirements laid down by the court. The Delaware, Lackawanna & Westtern for a brief time assured itself that it had succeeded by organizing the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Co. with a cApital stock of $6,800,ooo,
which was offered to the .stockholders of the railroad company, to be paid
for out of a cash dividend declared by the railroad company. Ninety-nine
per cent of the stockholders subscribed, the vice-president of the railroad
company was elected president of the coal company, and other, but not all,
officers and directors of the coal company were also officers and directors
of the railroad company. The latter prepared a contract, which the former
signed, by which the coal company was to buy all the coal offered by the
railroad company and lease the coal handling facilities owned by that company. The railroad company carried the coal to market for the tariff rate,
just as it carried goods for other shippers, but the coal company had full
charge of the sale of the coal, kept its own books, deposited its funds in its
name in banks of its own choosing, and distributed the profits solely to its
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own stockholders. At first all but 2,249 shares of $5o each were owned by
those who were also stockholders in the railroad, but in four years owners
of 88,-i6 shares of railroad stock held no coal stock, and 6,907 shares of
coal stock were held by parties with no interest in the railroad stock. In
the District -Court this organization successfully withstood the attacks of the

government, MVcPHIsRON, Circuit Judge, finding that the" companies had
acted in good faith, in obedience to the decisions of the Supreme Court, that
the distinction between the two corporations had not been obliterated, nor
their affairs so commingled as by necessary effect to make their affairs indistinguishable, and that the two are separate and distinct corporations engaged in separate and .distinct operations.
But now, in the principal case, Mr. Justice LAmAR again speaking for the
court, it is found that this arrangement is unlawful, not necessarily because
the stock of the coal company was owned by stockholders in the railroad
company, but because the contract drawn by the' railroad company and
signed by the coal company so bound and limited the coal company as to
its freedom to buy coal, the amount it should buy, the price it should pay,
and receive, as to leave the coal company neither an independent buyer nor
a free agent. The contract violated both the HPBURN AcT and the SximMAN ANTi-TRusT AcT. So long as the stockholders of the two companies
were the same it might have made no difference to them, but it did affect
the interest of the public. It need not be shown that the contract actually
had operated to the injury of the public, its validity depends on its terms,
which as matter of law were in restraint of trade and operated to make the
coal company merely the sales agent of the railroad company. In closing,
the court points the way with a clearness that has been wanting in previous
decisions, to the sort of plan that will meet the requirement of the statute.
The railroad company, if it continues to own and operate the mines, must
absolutely dissociate itself from the coal before the transportation begins;
it cannot sell to an agent by whatever name he may be called; if it sells all
its coal to one buyer it must leave that buyer as free as any other buyer
who pays for what he bought; and with complete freedom to extend his business as an independent dealer in active competition with the railroad company. It should not sell to a corporation with common officers and offices,
for the policy of the statute requires that they should studiously and in
good faith avoid anything that remotely savors of joint action, joint interest,
or the dominance of one company by the other. In this the court seems at
least to have changed the view it was supposed to entertain that the railroad
company might own a majority, or possibly all, the stock of the coal company, for such ownership would carry virtual, if not theoretical, dominance,
and would savor not remotely but proximately of joint interest. This decision, while clearly of great importance, manifestly does not close the controversy. The railroad is enjoined from further transporting coal sold
under the contract of Ipo9, and must now of course seek to make another
contract and another adjustment in accordance with its understanding of
E. C. G.
the intent of the court.
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